ESD NEWS

Jason C. Ryan has successfully defended his dissertation. His dissertation title is: "Evaluating Safety Protocols for Manned-Unmanned Environments through Agent-Based Simulation." (Committee: M. L. Cummings (supervisor and chair), R. John Hansman, Julie A. Shah)

***

Donyaprueth Krairit, ESD PhD and TPP alum, is now Interim Dean of the School of Management of the Asian Institute of Technology (AIT). She is also an Associate Professor at AIT.

WORKING PAPER

A new paper has been added to the ESD Working Paper Series:

“Technology Structural Implications from the Extension of a Patent Search Method”

Christopher L. Benson
Postdoctoral Associate, SUTD/MIT International Design Center, MIT

Christopher L. Magee
Professor of the Practice, Engineering Systems Division and Mechanical Engineering, MIT
Co-director, SUTD/MIT International Design Center

PUBLICATIONS

“Axiomatic foundation and a structured process for developing firm-specific Intuitive Logics scenarios” – Shardul Phadnis, Chris Caplice, Mahender Singh, Yossi Sheffi – Technological Forecasting and Social Change, Volume 88, October 2014, Pages 122–139


IN THE MEDIA

More coverage of new paper, “Regulating Gene Drives,” co-written by Ken Oye
“Altering Genes In Wild Populations: Boon For Human Health? Or Darwinian Nightmare?”

***
Interview with ESD PhD and TPP alum Jason Black
"Jason Black, Research Leader, Battelle"

***

Thomas Kochan quoted in coverage of Market Basket protest
"Across a Grocery Chain, a Labor Protest in Support of a Manager"

"Economist: Market Basket Employee Protest Is 'Unprecedented" (audio)

"In Market Basket Protests, Three Lessons For Corporate America" (article written by Kochan)
Cognoscenti blog – WBUR – July 23, 2014

***

Additional coverage of Slate.com article about MIT BLOSSOMS
District Administration - July 23, 2014
Read original Slate.com article: “Putting Teachers at the Center of Education Technology”
Slate.com – Future Tense – July 2014

***

John Hansman comments on recent aviation disasters
“No Survivors in Air Algerie Crash, French President Says”
ABC News – Online – July 25, 2014 (This article includes a video.)

“Why were commercial airlines still traveling over eastern Ukraine?”
The Boston Globe – Online – July 18, 2014

***

Michael Cusumano quoted in recent coverage of Microsoft and Google
“Microsoft’s Satya Nadella to face tough questions from Wall Street”

“Smartphone suit against Google plays into rivals’ hands”
Reuters – July 18, 2014

***

Article about George Takei’s visit to Boston (including to MIT AgeLab)
“George Takei takes a spin through Boston’s innovation scene”
BetaBoston – July 11, 2014

***

Article on recent MIT CDOIQ Symposium
(This event is jointly hosted by the MIT Information Quality Program at MIT SSRC, the MIT Sloan School of Management, and the International Conference on Information Quality)
“MIT CDOIQ promises strong overview of Big Data issues”
SiliconAngle – July 21, 2014
Announcement about Sanofi becoming a strategic sponsor of the MIT Forum for Supply Chain and an advisory board member; David Simchi-Levi quoted
“Sanofi joins MIT Forum's manufacturing advisory board”

Column on General Motors by Steven Spear
“General Motors should expect more failed parts”
USA Today – Online – July 21, 2014

###